Sari Nusseibeh begins his study of the "Palestinian problem" with the comment "this is not an academic study " (18). Maybe that is why this particular study is so good. When asked to write this review my first response was not very positive. Most studies of this region lack clarity or are so ideological as to not be very useful. Many of these studies often also claim to be "academic." Nusseibeh's study is, unlike many reviews, a masterful academic study. His study succinctly and accurately portrays the tangled and tortured history of the region from a view that is both sympathetic to the Palestinian (Arab) position but at the same time is an accurate and revealing presentation which recounts history that answers basic issues instead of clouding them. In his discussion of Balfour he illustrates why Balfour was not helpful in settling regional disputes between its inhabitants and how Balfour actually creates more problems that it resolves.
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Nusseibeh's account includes both Arab and Jewish Palestinian perspectives.
His even handed approach to all sides is a welcome addition to this discussion. Nusseibeh is clearly an advocate for Palestinian concerns but develops this concern within a context which acknowledges Arab mistakes and then proposes how to move beyond these problems while at the same time proposing alternatives some of which have been on the table for a long time but which have been ignored because these alternatives expect all sides to recognize the legitimate claims of all parties. One example he reveals is an early British proposal which would create a tripartite recommendation which brought Muslims, * Paul Kriese is professor of politics at Indiana University East. His current research interests include the politics of race and civic engagement. He is an editor of Social Justice, Poverty and Race: Normative and Empirical Points of View (Rodopi Press, 2012) and is currently an Associate Editor for ID.
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Jews and Christians into a shared governance structure. Another example is his admission would be an interim step forward but would be a step forward. There is mistrust on all sides which must be addressed. Palestinians need to refrain from shooting into Jewish settlements. Jews must refrain from creating more settlements in Gaza and the West Bank.
In the end Palestinians must solve their own issues without waiting for international pressure on Israel which will not happen. "In politics," Nusseibeh reminds us, "there are only compromises" (219). Faith in their ability, vision to make that faith work, and the will to realize that compromise and cooperation are the real way forward;
Palestinians can achieve a realistic plan for their dream of a home.
